Abstract: We consider a recently proposed method of estimating the tail index and testing the goodness-of-fit of dependent stable processes. Through Monte Carlo simulations, we evaluate the ability of the procedure to distinguish between stable and non-stable processes in the presence of non-linear dependence and to estimate the tail index of the distribution. We then apply the test to black market East European exchange rates, whose distributional and tail behaviour has been analysed previously in the literature. After adjusting for seasonality, we conclude, unlike the earlier analysis, that a stable process cannot be rejected as a model for some of the currencies. Estimates of the tail index for these currencies are also obtained.
Introduction
It is now well accepted in the literature that the empirical distributions of exchange rates exhibit thicker tails than are to be expected from Gaussian distributions. However, there does not seem to be any agreement as to which distribution is the appropriate one to model this behaviour. Mandelbrot (1963) and Fama (1963) in their seminal papers proposed the non-Gaussian stable distributions as candidate distributions for such data. Since then, other researchers have proposed alternatives like the Student's t distribution and mixtures of normal distributions. Unfortunately, so far there is no simple goodness-of-fit test in the literature for any of these hypotheses and so disagreement about the underlying distribution remains. To the best of our knowledge, none of the studies so far on the applicability of stable distributions to financial data have carried out formal goodness-of-fit tests. As Baillie (1993) points out, "One apparently appealing property of stable distributions is the invariance of the characteristic exponent over changes in the sampling interval. As mentioned by Mittnik and Rachev, this property is generally not consistent with previous empirical findings. However, the estimation of the characteristic exponent has invariably not been by maximum likelihood methods and the standard errors on the estimated exponent parameter may well be very wide. No formal test of this property of stable distributions appears to have yet been done." A further complication which has been generally ignored in most empirical studies of exchange rate distributions is the lack of independence in such data. It is a well accepted fact that though the returns themselves are uncorrelated, their absolute values or squares are not and hence the returns are not independently distributed. Any procedure which attempts to check the adequacy of a marginal probability distribution to the data must at least make some attempt to incorporate this non-linear dependence.
Recently, Deo (2000) has proposed a goodness-of-fit test for stable distributions which remains valid when the data is m-dependent, where m is a finite unknown integer. Thus, the test allows for possible non-linear dependence in the series. Though m-dependence might be a simplification of the true underlying dependence, we believe that it is far more realistic than the assumption of independence made by all studies involving stable distributions so far. Furthermore, the test does not assume any knowledge about the value of m beyond that it is finite. Thus, m may be large enough to provide an adequate approximation to the true underlying process.
In this paper we examine the performance of this goodness-of-fit test to distinguish between stable and non-stable processes which are conditionally heteroscedastic with infinite dependence. We then apply the testing procedure to black market East European exchange rates which have been analysed in the literature. We find that the exchange rates have seasonality. After adjusting for seasonality, our goodness-of-fit test shows that a marginal stable distribution cannot be rejected as a model for some of the returns.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the estimation and goodness-of fit testing procedure of Deo (2000) and report the Monte Carlo simulation results. In Section 3 the empirical data analysis of the exchange rates is carried out.
The goodness-of-fit test
We briefly describe the intuition behind the estimation and goodness-of-fit procedure of Deo (2000) for stable distributions. Let X 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X n be n independently and identically distributed observations from a stable distribution with tail index ®. Using the form of the characteristic function of stable distributions (see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) ), it can be shown that for integers k and s such that k > s;
(1) where D denotes "identically distributed". This relationship arises basically due to the fundamental property of invariance of stable distributions under aggregation. From (1) it follows that
will be unbiased for ® ¡1 : There is nothing special about the set (X 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X 2k ) in (2) and one may use any arbitrary group (X i1 ; X i2 ; :::; X i 2k ) instead. Thus, averaging the form (2) over all subsets (X i1 ; X i2 ; :::; X i 2k ) would give an estimator of ® ¡1 ; and hence of ®: This is the rationale behind the estimation procedure for ® proposed in Deo (2000) . Furthermore, by varying k and s in (2); one gets several different estimators of the same quantity ®: Once again, these different estimators of the tail index ® arise from the fundamental property of invariance of stable distributions under aggregation.
From a practical point of view, computing an estimator of ® by averaging (2) over all possible subsets (X i 1 ; X i 2 ; :::; X i 2k ) is a computationally prohibitive task. As result, Deo (2000) proposed using incomplete estimators of ®, which we describe next.
For a positive integer k > 1; let A = f(i 1 ; i 2 ; :::; i 2k ) : 1 · i 1 < i 2 < ::: < i 2k · ng be the collection of the
¢ 2k-tuples obtained from the set f1; 2; :::; ng : For a positive integer N; let D be the collection of N elements of A obtained by sampling with replacement from A: Let s and k be positive integers such that 1 < 2s < 2k < n and definê
where Á k;s (X i 1 ; X i 2 ; :::; X i 2k ) is the symmetric version (i.e. invariant to all permutations of its arguments) of the function
The estimator (3) is incomplete in that it no longer averages over all possible choices (X i 1 ; X i 2 ; :::; X i 2k )
but over a smaller selection N of such choices. Deo (2000) showed that under the hypothesis that the observations (X 1 ; :::; X n ) come from an m-dependent stable process, as N ! 1;
where® = ³® k;s 1 ; :::;® k;s p´0 , 1 = (1; :::; 1) 0 and s 1 < :::
a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance of® k;s can be obtained.
Note that neither the construction of the estimator nor the limiting results require knowledge of m; which governs the degree of dependence, nor is any assumption made about the scale, location and skewness parameters of the distribution of fX t g : As a matter of fact, it is easy to see that the Though the procedure outlined above assumes m-dependence in the series, this assumption may be unrealistic in real data. To assess the performance of the procedure under infinite dependence, we carried out a simulation study. To study the size properties, we generated 1000 observations of the series
where
The series fe t g was chosen to be i:i:d: N (0; 1) and independent of the innovation series fv t g: The series fv t g was a sequence of independent positive stable random variables chosen in such a way that the marginal distribution of fX t g was stable with tail index ®: The process (5) was originally proposed in de Vries (1991) as an example of a conditionally heteroscedastic process with a marginal stable distribution. We generated the series fX t g for two values of ®; 1.7 and 1.8.
These values were chosen since estimated values of the tail index in most empirical studies of exchange rates range between 1.6 and 1.85. For each fixed value of ®; we generated observations on fX t g for values of ¿ = 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5 and 0:7: We selected these values of ¿ since de Vries (1991) had estimated values of ¿ between 0.15 and 0.46 for the same model (5) using European exchange rate returns. For each pair of values (®; ¿) ; we computed three estimators® 3;2 ;® 3;1 and® 2;1 defined by (3) above. The value of N was chosen to be 40,00,000 based on simulations in Deo (2000) . Each experiment was replicated 1000 times.
In Table 1 , we present the averages of each of the three estimators of ® over the 1000 replications for each pair of values (®; ¿) : It is seen that for a fixed estimator, the bias increases as the value of ¿ increases. This is to be expected, since the degree of dependence in the series increases with ¿:
However, it is reassuring that even in the worst possible case, when ® = 1:7 and ¿ = 0:7; the bias is never more than 1%. Indeed, when ¿ < 0:7; the bias in all three estimators of ® is less than 0.5% for both values of ®: Furthermore, for every pair of values of (®; ¿) ; the bias in all three estimators is the least in® 2;1 : This superiority of® 2;1 to the other two estimators when ® · 1:8 was also noted in the Monte Carlo study in Deo (2000) in the case of independent observations. As a matter of fact, it was shown in that study that® 2;1 uniformly outperforms, by a wide margin, the regression estimator which is currently the most popular estimator of the tail index. See Akgiray and Lamoureux (1989) .
We also assessed the performance of three goodness-of-fit tests in our study. The test statistics are based on t-statistics of the differences between two estimators of ®: These tests are (i) the test based on the difference® 3;2 ¡® 3;1 and denoted by Z 1 ; (ii) the test based on the difference® 3;2 ¡® 2;1 and denoted by Z 2 ; and (iii) the test based on the difference® 3;1 ¡® 2;1 and denoted by Z 3 : The test statistics all have limiting standard normal distributions. The variance covariance matrix of the vector ® = (® 3;2 ;® 3;1 ;® 2;1 ) 0 was calculated by using the prewhitened kernel estimator described in Deo (2000) . In Table 2 , we report the empirical sizes of these three goodness-of-fit test statistics at the 5% level of significance for each pair of values of (®; ¿) : It is seen that for both values of ®; the sizes of the tests increase as ¿ increases with the tests based on Z 1 and Z 2 becoming quite oversized at ¿ = 0:7: The test based on Z 3 is most undersized for all values of ¿; the loss in size increasing as ¿ decreases. For values of ¿ between 0.2 and 0.5, the test based on Z 3 seems to maintain its size reasonably well.
We next evaluated the performance of the procedure when the data was conditionally heteroscedastic but not stably distributed. Towards this end, we simulated 1000 observations from a GARCH(1,1) and an IGARCH(1,1) process. The GARCH(1,1) was generated as
where ¾ 2 t = 4:67 £ 10 ¡7 + 0:0529X 2 t¡1 + 0:915¾ 2 t¡1 and the e t were i:i:d: from a t distribution with 6 degrees of freedom. The values of the parameters in the volatility process ¾ 2 t were chosen to reflect those obtained when such models are fit to real data. The use of a t-distribution with 6 d.f. for the innovations e t implies that X t has a thick tailed distribution with tail index between 2 and 3. Hence, the process has a finite variance. In Table 3 we report the averages of each of the three estimators of ® over 1000 replications for the GARCH(1,1) process. It is seen that the estimators are all biased downwards and actually indicate that the process has infinite variance. However, it should be noted that the estimators® k;s described above are designed for stable distributions and not for any arbitrary thick tailed distributions. Furthermore, it is seen from Table 4 that all the three goodness-of-fit tests soundly reject the process as being stably distributed. Hence, the estimation and testing procedure is able to detect the lack of a stable distribution for the data.
The IGARCH(1,1) process was also generated by (6), though now the volatility was modelled as ¾ 2 t = 4 £ 10 ¡7 + 0:05X 2 t¡1 + 0:95¾ 2 t¡1 and the e t were chosen to be i:i:d: N (0; 1) : It is well known that such an IGARCH(1,1) process has infinite variance, though the exact value of the tail index is not known. In Table 3 , we report the averages of each of the three estimators of ® over 1000 replications.
It is seen that the estimators reflect the fact that the process has infinite variance since the estimated tail index is less than 2. However, from Table 4 we see that once again the goodness-of-fit tests are able to detect quite well that the process is not stable. The power of the tests is lower than in the case of the GARCH(1,1) model. This is not too surprising and can be attributed to the fact that the IGARCH(1,1) process has infinite variance and is able to masquerade as a stable process more successfully than the finite variance GARCH(1,1).
The simulation study is encouraging and indicates that the estimation procedure is able to provide quite good estimates of the tail index when the process is stably distributed, even in the presence of strong conditional heteroscedasticity. Furthermore, the goodness-of-fit tests are capable of detecting non-stable processes, even when the process has infinite variance.
In the next section, we apply these methods to real data.
East European Black Market Exchange Rate Data
The data we study are monthly black market exchange rate observations on seven East European currencies vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar for the period from January 1955 to December 1990. The seven currencies are the Bulgarian lev, the Czechoslovak koruna, the East German mark, the Hungarian forint, the Polish zloty, the Rumanian lei and the Soviet ruble. The data were studied in Koedijk and Kool (1992) and we have obtained them from their Appendix. The exchange rates for Bulgaria and the U.S.S.R. were modified since currency reforms took place in these countries in December 1961
and January 1961 respectively. In both the countries, one new currency unit was set equal to ten old currency units. We thus modified the exchange rates prior to the currency reforms to new currency units and used these in the subsequent analysis. This modification is the same one used in Koedijk and Kool (1992) . The exchange rate returns, which are the variables we actually study, are defined as 100 times the first difference of the natural logarithms of the black market exchange rates. Table 5 and indicate that the seasonal component has indeed been successfully removed.
The subsequent analysis was carried out on the de-seasonalised returns (except for the Polish Zloty and the Soviet Ruble), which we merely refer to as the returns henceforth.
For the sake of comparison, we fit the benchmark GARCH(1,1) model
to the returns. Table 6 contains the estimated values of ® 1 and¯1 when the innovations v t were assumed to be standard normal variables. The columns headed K and S contain the coefficients of kurtosis and skewness for the standardized residuals from the fitted model, while the column headed BL 15 contains the values of the Box-Ljung statistic for the squared standardized residuals at lag 15. Under the assumption of normality, the coefficient of kurtosis should be approximately normally distributed with mean 3 and variance 24/n; while S should be approximately normally distributed with mean zero and variance 6=n: We see that the GARCH(1,1) process with conditional normal distribution is clearly unable to account for the extreme kurtosis in the data. We then fit the GARCH(1,1) model with a conditional t-distribution to the data, where the degrees of freedom, À; of the t-distribution were estimated. Table 7 contains the estimated parameters of this model, with the standard error of the estimated degrees of freedom,À; in parentheses. To facilitate comparison, the standardized residuals from the fitted model were transformed to standard normal variables by using first the inverse of the Student's t distribution and then the standard normal distribution function. The coefficients of kurtosis and skewness and the Box-Ljung statistic were then computed from these transformed residuals. It can be seen from Table 7 that the conditional t-distribution has successfully accounted for the kurtosis in the data. However, the estimated degrees of freedom turn out to be extremely low, even falling We then computed three estimators of the tail index ® for all the currencies by the method described in Section 2 above. The three estimators we computed were® 3;2 ;® 3;1 and® 2;1 defined by the formula in (3) above. The value of N was chosen to be 40,00,000 based on the simulations in Deo (2000) . For some of the elements of D; the function Á k;s turned out to be infinite, since Á k;s involves logarithms.
The number of elements for which this happened was negligible and the corresponding terms were dropped from the sum in (3). The variance covariance matrix of the vector® = (® 3;2 ;® 3;1 ;® 2;1 ) 0 was calculated by using the prewhitened kernel estimator described in Deo (2000) . The three estimators of ® for each of the currencies are reported in Table 8 along with their estimated standard errors in parentheses. The distribution of the ruble seems to have the thickest tails, with an estimated ® around 1.5, while the Rumanian lei has the thinnest tails with an estimated ® of around 1.85.
As before, we computed the three goodness-of-fit tests Z 1 ; Z 2 and Z 3 : Table 9 contains the values obtained for these three test statistics along with the corresponding p-values in parentheses. The only currency for which there is very strong evidence against a stable process is the East German mark for which the p-values never exceed 0.029. There is some evidence that a stable process is inappropriate for the Soviet Ruble and the Czech Koruna. However, we cannot reject the stable hypothesis for the Bulgarian lev, the Hungarian forint, the Rumanian lei and the Polish Zloty, though the Lev may be a borderline case. Our findings are in contrast with those obtained in Koedijk and Kool (1992) for this same data set. Interestingly enough, they concluded that the stable distribution was inadequate for the lev, the koruna, the forint and the lei. However, it should be noted that their analysis was on data which was not seasonally adjusted and they did not account for the non-linear dependence in the data in their analysis. This latter fact may also be responsible for their concluding that the data generating process might be changing across different time periods. 
